Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Wait
Some more of the same choppy, confusing action from many stocks with
the S&P and Russell 2k holding up well, but the Nasdaq is struggling on the backs
of the leading large stocks/FAANG, since they are so heavily weighted within the
Nasdaq index.
The metals still canʼt get anything going at all so remain an avoid.
Keep it simple, and be patient waiting for easy setups who look to be a
week or two away now.

Gold lost 1.12% and has a head and shoulders pattern which points lower
right away.
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The target area of this head and shoulders is the major pivot level back at
$1,180.
Nothing hot at all on this chart so patience while a low develops.

Silver tried to turn the metals higher but failed and closed the week about
even, down just 0.12%.
Silver looks to be trying to break this ascending channel which would point
to a move back to test support at $15.60.
The attempt to move and hold above the 21 day average didnʼt last long
which says the bears are in charge for the moment.
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Platinum slid 0.32% and isnʼt doing anything for the moment.
A move under $920 says weakness while a move above $930 says
strength.
Weakness is my guess.
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Palladium fell 2.33% and weakness has finally overtaken its recent strength
in the face of faltering gold and silver.
$820 looks to be next, then $800 is likely to at least be tested.
So, to sum up, nothing special at all in terms of stocks, market, or metals so
take a break!
Have a lovely Canada Day and superb July 4th next week.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are having
difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com with
“subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox, links
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and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists of
please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any action
taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader. We
recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence before
acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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